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Abstract: Low quality images become more challenge and core problem in recent decade because of the 
ambiguity of contents of them. Convolutional deep neural networks are used for solving this problem. In 
this work, we used a combination of convolutional neural network and deep belief network to construct 
an efficient model able to classify low quality images. This model has the capability in extracting 
effective features from low quality images. Data augmentation is used through this model to increase 
the accuracy of the system. Scikit-Learn python library is used in implementation the system on STL-10 
dataset. The results showed that the proposed model increase the accuracy of the system by 0.20%. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, Convolutional Deep Neural Networks (CDNN) has been attracting in many Fields such as 
image classification and object recognition. It depends on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 
model that uses shared weights to reduce connections between nodes and provide a large solution space 
[1]. It consists of neurons with learnable weights and biases. It receives an input (like image in form a 
single vector) and transforms it to hidden layers (made up of set of neurons) in which all neurons in 
hidden layer are fully connected with neurons in the previous layer. The last fully-connected layer is 
called the output layer [2]. CDNN model, unsupervised, and supervised learning are more suitable for 
training a large amount of data. Image classification is one of the core problems in computer vision. It 
assigns given image to one label from a fixed set of categories [3].For example, a cat image that has a 
total of 784 pixels (28 horizontal 28 vertical) shown in Figure 1 can be represented by a number [4]. 
This number could be 255 for white image view and zero for black image. This means that this image is 
a vector of 784 dimensions. When applying CNN to this image, it detects that it represents a cat with 
probability 82%, 15% as a dog, 2% as a hat and 1% as mug and thus its final predicted class is the cat 
(the highest probability among the detected classes for this image). 

Supervised learning is machine learning application is used for inferring a function from labeled data 
[5].It has two process, training process to train the labeled data by using the training data and testing 
process to test the target (output layer) by using unlabeled data to know the model accuracy. 
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Figure 1: Image classification example [24] 

Unsupervised learning is also machine learning application that used for inferring function for hidden 
structure; the output in unsupervised learning is unknown (no target) [6]. It is used for training 
unlabeled data and discovering information from data. The learning in unsupervised without teacher and 
it extracts the clusters to discover similarity between training data [7]. 

In this work, CNN is applied first for feature extraction and DBN is used next for training. Before 
extracting features, the input image is preprocessing using data augmentation that has several affects. 
The first effect is random flip of the image on horizontal and vertical sides, then image is cropped to 
80*80 pixels and finally rotation transformation is applied. In our experimentation, STL-10 dataset is 
used. In Section 2, some previous works closed to our work are discussed. Section 3 presents the 
proposed work. Section 4 shows the experimentations and its results. Section 5 discusses conclusions 
and future work. 

2. The Related Works 

Coates and Ng [18] designed an algorithm for automatically choosing a receptive fields and selecting 
similar groups of features by using similarity metric. During training, they used unsupervised learning 
for adjusting weights and the connected layers. For the testing, they used CIFAR and STL-10 datasets 
and their results showed 60.1 % accuracy. Dundar et al. [19] applied modified K-means for minimizing 
the correlated parameters through training a DCNN. They used labeled data for training and supervised 
for learning before unsupervised learning for extracting useful features. The 3*96*96 pixelsinput layer 
is passed to 5*5 filters to obtain the feature maps (96*96*92) and add the Connection matrix between 
the parts of model to improve the accuracy by 67.1% 

Dong and Tan [20] used a single- layer of K-mean networks with multiple layers of unlabeled data and 
learning features by unsupervised learning with random selecting 20.000 unlabeled image and the size 
of square pooling is 4*4.It depends on the number of clusters and shallow learning (SIFT-representation 
instead on deep learning). They overcome the cluttered background of objects in the dataset and 
improved the classification accuracy by 68.23%. Alexey et al [21] used unlabeled data of some 
transformations on a set of surrogate classes (samples of image patches) for training raw data images 
that is represented by data augmentation (translation, scaling, rotation, contrast). They used supervised 
feature learning for the large data and unsupervised learning for extracting features. The classification 
accuracy on STL-10 dataset is 72.8%. 
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3. The Proposed Model 
In the previous works, some researchers used CNN alone for image classification, but in this paper, we 
combine CNN and DBN, It is called CDNN model. All images were trained and tested by DBN and all 
the parameters of training sent through the RBM. The output data is reshaped as new images andused as 
input for the CNN [17]. 

The proposed model is an adaptation of CDNN model. This model based on CNN and DBN .The output 
of CNN is a regular, fully connected with on-linearity softmax layer, the output provides an estimate of 
the conditional probability of each class. It depends on local connectivity, parameters sharing and 
subsampling hidden units. It consists of mainly two stages. The first stage depends on extracting useful 
features from the input images [10].In the second stage, the training data by using Deep Belief network 
(DBN) algorithm for STL-10 dataset. The goal of the second stage is to assist and enhance the first 
stage for solving classification problem. The unsupervised learning is applied to use only the inputs x (t)  
for learning and automatically extracting meaning features for Raw data. DBN is a generative model 
that mixes undirected and directed connections between variables. The top two layers' are an RBM and 
the other layers are a Bayesian network. 

Unsupervised training algorithm is applied with the follower steps. First it trains one layer each time 
starting from first to last layer then it fixes the parameters of previous hidden layers and the previous 
layers viewed as feature extraction. In the hidden units, the first layer searches for hidden unit's features 
that is more common in training inputs than in random inputs. In the second layer searches 
combinations of hidden unit features that are more common than random hidden unit features. The third 
layer searches combinations of the previous layers. 

The main stage in any classification model is extracting features from raw data images as shown in 
Figure 2. The CNN model consists of an input image of 96*96 pixels and the images in RGB mode that 
consist of three color maps and the size of input image is 96*96* 3 pixel [11]. Before extracting 
features, we used the data augmentation for the input image for increasing the size of the dataset where 
it gives more probability for the same image and reduces the overfitting for images [12]. The first effect 
is random flip on horizontal and vertical sides then image cropping to 80*80 pixel and rotation 
transformation for it. 

CNN model, as shown in Figure 3, consists of convolutional layer with input pixel xt  associated with the 
output feature map 1; by filter ky computed by equation (1). 

Yi = hi  + E, 	* xi 	 (1) 
If lis the loss function, then for convolutional operationyi=xi*ki, the gradient for xi  is given by equation (2). 

Vxil = 	(WU) 	 (2) 

The gradient for wii is given by equation (3). 

= (Vyi /) * 	 (3) 

where* is the convolution withZero padding and giis the row/column flipped version of xi . 

The follower layer to convolutional layer is subsampling layer for decreasing the size of feature map 
[21]. In the convolutional layer and subsampling layer, all biases had initial values zeros and the first 
three convolutional layers were padded with two, these means adding two zero rows to the top and to 
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the bottom ,also adding two columns to the left and the right. The stride for all the convolutional layers 
have one value and for all subsampling layers have two values [22]. The filter parameters takes 10-4 as 
an initial value for a specific factor for convolutional layer in the first time, in the second time takes 
0.01 by a layer specific factor and for the fully connected layer takes 0.1. 
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Figure 2: The main model for classification of STL-10 dataset. 

The number of features effects in the visibility of the output image, as shown in Figure 5.a where the 
dog image after 22nd features map is a humble result, while Figure 5.b shows the same image after 45th 
feature map which becomes more visible than Figure 5.a. 

We used for the classification problem unsupervised learning for inferring function for hidden structure 
where the output in unsupervised learning is unknown(no target) and the training data is unlabeled [10]. 
The learning in unsupervised without teacher. It creates the clusters by discovers similarity between 
training data. In this stage we trained data by using DBN. 
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Figure 3: CNN model for extracting useful features from input image. 

Figure 4.a: Dog image after 22nd features map. 

Figure 4.b: Dog image after 45th feature map 

DBN is a directed acyclic graph contains with multi-layers from hidden layers and it uses non-linear 
operation in output [14].It uses unsupervised approach in learning process. It is composed of stacked of 
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Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) as shown in Figure 5. It can learn deep net by using millions of 
parameters and RBM for each layer. It isa generative stochasticthat deal with labeled and unlabeled 
images [12].The important for using RBM is learning process Collaborate with DBN, equation (4) 
represents the relation between visible and hidden units. 

E(v, h) = —ZiEwil hi  vi — Ei bivi  — Ei  c ihi 	 (4) 

wherewii  : weights of visible and hidden units,vi: binary vector of visible units,hi : binary vector of 
visible units,ci: bias weights for the visible units and hi:bias weights for the hidden unit. 

h ; 	h, 

1,5  

Figure 5: RBM simple mechanism [12] 

The probability of an array in RBM follows the Boltzmann distribution, the probability for any array v 
and his given by equations (5) and equation(6). 

p(v, h) 	e-E(")  
= Ev,h e-E(v,h) 

Where Z is the partitionfunction, let generalized (normalization factor). Now that the above joint 
distribution is defined [16]. Hence, the conditional probability distribution and the opposite of the 
situation for a given v, h is given by equation (7) andequation (8). 

p(h1v) = ni p(hi Iv) 	 (7) 
p(h1v) = R1 Wilk) 	 (8) 

The distribution of a specific node in the other layer is given by equation (9) and equation (10). 

	

P(hi  = 11v) = CI(Ei Wig/ + Ci) 	 (9) 
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P(vi = 11h) = 	+ b1 ) 
	 (10) 

4. Experimentations and Results 

STL-10 is an object recognition dataset used for by researchers to aim to improve the image 
classification problem and develop unsupervised learning. It has size 96*96 pixels (RGB image) and it 
has the same number and types of classes as CIFAR-10 dataset. It consists of labeled and unlabeled 
images and has 10 classes (airplane, bird, car, cat, deer, dog, horse, monkey, ship, truck). Also, it 
composed of two sections, one for training (500 images*10 classes) and other for testing (800 images * 
10 classes)as shown as in Figure 2 [23]. 

Figure 6: STL-10 Dataset samples [23] 

This model is implemented using Scikit-learn machine learning tool [18]. It is an open source, simple 
and efficient library for solving the machine learning problems. The proposed model depends on 
creating data augmentation for adding more shapes to the same image and reducing the overfitting as 
shown in Figure 7 then we used the CDNN model. It consists of two stages. First, CNN architecture 
model is applied for extracting extra useful features and for filter learning as shown in Figure 8. The 
second stage isfor training data by DBN, equation (11) is used to measure the accuracy of the proposed 
model.An example of applying the convolutional features of car image is shown in Figure9.The fine 
tuning is used for adjusting weights and improving the performance of all layers .After unsupervised 
learning by using supervised gradient descent of the cost function on the output based the last hidden 
layer for classify the input image. 

Number of correct classification 
Accuracy = 	 (11) 

Total number of test cases 

The proposed system is compared with some other related systems as shown in Table (1) and Figure 10 
in which the results show that CDNN and unlabeled data give better accuracy than shallow learning and 
labelled data that take a long time for training. The output from the first stage take as input for the next 
stage that is consider more effective for enhancement the accuracy about the raw data in the past. 
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Figure 7: Architecture for data augmentation 

Figure 8: The learned filters for the first training layer 

The Convolutional features of car image 

Figure 9: the output of Convolutional features of Car image 
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Table (1): The Comparison between some other systems and the proposed system 

Algorithm Accuracy 
Selecting Receptive Fields in Deep Networks(A) 60.10 % 
Convolutionalclusteringfor unsupervised learning(B) 67.10 % 
Unsupervised Feature Learning with C-SVDDNet(C) 68.23 % 
Discriminative 	Unsupervised 	Feature 	Learning 
Convolutional Neural Networks(D) 

with 72.80 % 

Multi-stage CDNN(our model)(E) 73.00 % 
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Figure 10: Comparison between the proposed system accuracy and some other previous systems 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we applied a model for classification of low quality images depending on DCNN 
architecture and unsupervised learning. It consists of two main stages: the first stage is for extracting 
features and the second stage is for training data by deep belief network. Scikit-Leam machine learning 
library was useful for implementation. The total accuracy for the proposed model gives 73% in which it 
is better than the other compared related models. As future works, we hope to increase and improve the 
accuracy and apply this model on other datasets that is more complex. 
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